RTG WORKSHOP SCHEDULE

FRIDAY

1:00 pm  Dani Wise  Cubulating Groups (including an overview)
2:15 pm  Tim Hsu  Special Cube Complexes
4:00 pm  Dani Wise  Cubical Small-cancellation theory
6:00 pm  Banquet at Middle Kingdom

SATURDAY

9:00 am    Ian Agol  Thurston norm, sutured manifolds, RFRS & virtual fibering
10:15 am  Thomas Koberda  Mapping class groups, homology & finite covers of surfaces
11:00 am   Tim Hsu  Finiteness conditions of the dual cube complex
1:30 pm    Tim Hsu  Cubulating Malnormal Amalgams
2:45 pm    Kathryn Mann  Do diffeomorphism groups detect dimension?
4:00 pm    Ian Agol  Quasiconvex subgroups and hyperbolic Dehn filling

SUNDAY

9:00 am    Dani Wise  Malnormal Special Quotient Theorem
10:10 am  Johanna Mangahas Kutluhan  Some Schottky subgroups of mapping class groups
11:00 am  Mark Hagen  Simplices at infinity for CAT(0) cube complexes
11:45 pm  Ian Agol  The virtual Haken conjecture
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